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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. Adh Mór... A committee of ten 
with  fifteen volunteers is an outstanding level of commitment to the Tidy Towns competition. Glasson Tidy Towns 
have excellent support from the county council, local Ce scheme and other organisations. Word of mouth is an 
excellent way to spread the word about Tidy Towns. The adjudicator has noted your active Facebook page, this is 
an excellent way to inform the community of your tremendous work.  The heritage centre is an excellent facility for 
the community. Congratulations on the community’s fund-raising efforts. Glasson Tidy Towns have a long 
association with the Tidy Towns competition. Have you considered having a celebratory event to highlight the 
improvements that Tidy Towns group has made to Glasson over the last 40 years? The adjudicator would like to 
encourage Glasson Tidy Towns to mark project n for new or m for maintained on the application form.
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The heritage centre is very well presented and is clearly well looked after. The box hedging in front of the building is 
strong example of formal landscaping. The tricolour being flown here really adds to the streetscape. Glasson Tidy 
Towns are wise to encourage residents to protect the stone walls in their community as these walls really help to 
maintain a  sense of place. The stone walls around deer park are beautifully built. The bench being placed by the 
bus stop sign is a nice touch and it must be appreciated  by people with mobility issues. The community is looking 
after the derelict house, well done to all who are involve. The parking facilities by the chemist shop have been 
upgraded and they look very well indeed. The adjudicator particularly enjoyed the display of butterflies on the wall in 
the carpark. The adjudicator particularly enjoyed the appearance  of the Villager bar, the display of  yellow roses 
was thriving. The Garage on Wineport road is very well presented  and it  has been neatly painted. The business 
owners  in the community maintain their properties to a high standard. Is Glasson Tidy Towns in contact with them 
to discuss the competition?
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Glasson  is a beautifully landscaped  community  that acts as a gateway to Lough Ree. Glasson tidy Towns 
certainly has a talent rose grower in your group. The   roses that are planted around the community are beautiful 
and they enhance the streetscape for all. Have you considered underplanting the rose beds on the Athlone 
approach to provide  colour before the roses bloom? The Tidy Towns handbook has useful advice on planting for 
wildlife this can be accessed on the Tidy Towns website. The grounds of the heritage centre are well  presented  
and the clipped  box hedging  frames the building beautifully. Are there plans to replant the bed on top of the wall by 
the heritage centre. The adjudicator did spot some empty urns around the village. Perhaps these are going to be 
planted later in the year. The pump area is well maintained, have  the Tidy Towns group considered enhancing the 
area with additional planting? The landscaped  seating area by the river is maintained by the Tidy Towns committee. 
The adjudicator particularly enjoyed the lovely pink rose on the wall  by the bench  and the weeping willow tree. It 
would be positive for next year’s s adjudication if you could provide more information about the maintenance tasks 
that you do. Glasson have beautiful stands of mature trees around the community. They are certainly an asset to 
your community. Have you considered contacting a tree surgeon to assess the health of the trees and ensure that 
they continue to dominate the Glasson streetscape for years to come?
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planted later in the year. The pump area is well maintained, have  the Tidy Towns group considered enhancing the 
area with additional planting? The landscaped  seating area by the river is maintained by the Tidy Towns committee. 
The adjudicator particularly enjoyed the lovely pink rose on the wall  by the bench  and the weeping willow tree. It 
would be positive for next year’s s adjudication if you could provide more information about the maintenance tasks 
that you do. Glasson have beautiful stands of mature trees around the community. They are certainly an asset to 
your community. Have you considered contacting a tree surgeon to assess the health of the trees and ensure that 
they continue to dominate the Glasson streetscape for years to come?

Glasson tidy Towns certainly has an exceptional knowledge of biodiversity is in the local area. Sites mentioned 
included waterstown bog, benowen bog and the Lough Ree SAC. Have the Tidy Towns group considered inviting 
an expert to come and give a talk about these sites? The field behind the heritage centre was full of birds during the 
adjudicators visit. The adjudicator spotted a handsome family of bull finches were spotted. Have Glasson Tidy 
Towns considered doing a biodiversity study of the village to learn more about the available biodiversity in the 
locality? Another project of interest could be getting involved in citizen science projects such as the Flower-Index 
Timed Count. You can find out more information on- Flower-Insect Timed Count (FIT Count) - National Biodiversity 
Data Centre (biodiversityireland.ie)

The regular litter picks in the village are certainly effective the adjudicator did not spot any litter on adjudication day. 
What type of litter do you mostly collect? Have you restarted the spring litter pick? Well done on contacting the 
council to discuss the amount of signage in Glasson. This will help to unclutter the streetscape. Do you take part in 
the green kilometre programme with the county council? Glasson Tidy Towns efforts to keep the river are positively 
looked upon by the adjudicator. Is there are local angling group that could support your actions?

Mulching grass certainly saves both money and tidy Towns volunteers time and is better for the environment. The 
adjudicator has favourably noted that they tidy towns group propagates its own roses and trees and over winter 
plants such as geraniums. Have the Tidy Towns group ever considered  hosting a seed and plant swap. This can be 
a great way for gardeners to get some new plants for their garden. Reilly mushrooms providing mushroom compost 
is an excellent initiative and as the application form mentions it also reduces the carbon footprint of the community. 
Creating leafmould is an excellent project where does the Tidy Towns group use the leaf mould. Do you have any 
sites that can be used for rainwater harvesting?

The residential properties in Glasson are maintained to an extremely high standard. Has the Tidy Towns groups 
been considered developing a best kept residential property competition to encourage property owners to keep their 
properties to a high standard. On the Athlone approach road just before the 50km limit the adjudicator spotted a line 
of very well-presented properties, which had very mature birch trees in front of them. The adjudicator also admired 
the housing area behind the pump. The adjudicator did not spot a name plate for this residential area. But the 
properties where were well maintained with a nice green area. Have you considered  encouraging the residents  in 
the community to engage with biodiversity? A possible action  would be managing their garden in a pollinator 
friendly way.

The approach roads to  Glasson are dominated  by neatly cut verges, native trees and stonewalls. They are very 
much in keeping with the rural area. The adjudicator would like to advice the Tidy Towns group to inspect their 
signage on the approach roads to ensure that it is not being blocked by the   planting and trees. The verges on the  
Longford approach roads are very well maintained, they were being cut when the adjudicator visited. Have you 
considered leave a wider margin for wildlife? The mature trees are a real asset to the community. The adjudicator 
hopes that the engagement with the county council is fruitful on the provision of footpaths to the GAA pitch and 
Wineport as this will allow pedestrians to move safely through the village.

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Concluding Remarks:

Glasson is clearly a well-cared for community, which has developed a strong partnership approach. Glasson Tidy 
Towns has very green fingered members who have a talent from growing roses. Thank you for you for the 
information on the group’s future plans. The Glasson history project sounds  very interesting,  and the adjudicator is 
looking forward to finding out more about in next years application.


